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I am... 	

A dyslexic adult

If you are looking to learn more about dyslexia in adults, then start your journey with us.



	

A dyslexic young person

Dyslexia Unwrapped, the online hub for young people with dyslexia.



	

A dyslexic student

From matriculation to graduation - find support for your whole Further or Higher Education journey



	

A parent

Find out what you need to know as a parent of a dyslexic child.



	

An educator

Dyslexia can impact learning throughout the learner's lifetime. Find professional learning and resources here.



	

An employer

Dyslexic employees can add immense value to an organisation, if they're supported well.



















	

Get help	

Dyslexia Helpline

Our Helpline gives information, advice and guidance on dyslexia-related issues in Scotland.



	

What is dyslexia?

The Scottish working definition of dyslexia.



	

Am I dyslexic?

How do I find out if I'm dyslexic? Though some people ask about diagnosing dyslexia, we say assessing or identifying dyslexia.



	

Dyslexia training

Whether you want to learn how to support dyslexia in your classroom or workplace, our bespoke training can be tailored to your needs.



	

Dyslexia tutors

Whether you are looking for a tutor for yourself or a child, a tutor provides support to build your skills and gain confidence in learning.



















	

Get involved	

Donate

Ways to donate to Dyslexia Scotland. 



	

Tell your story

Share your dyslexia news, content or story with us.



	

Be a changemaker

A dyslexia-friendly Scotland will be built on many small actions. Be a changemaker.



	

Become a volunteer

We recruit volunteers to assist Dyslexia Scotland in national and community-level roles.



	

Become a tutor

Find out how to become a Dyslexia Scotland approved Tutor.



	

Become an assessor

Dyslexia Scotland has a list of approved assessors. Here's how you can be added.



	

Find your local Branch

Our Branches aim to raise awareness and understanding of dyslexia by holding meetings which are open to the public.



	

Research

In a dyslexia-friendly Scotland, everyone will know what dyslexia is - and isn't. Research helps us to understand more.



















	




Resources	

Library

Access to our dyslexia library is a perk of being a member of Dyslexia Scotland. We’ve spent years curating an impressive collection of books on dyslexia and related topics.



	

Online learning

Free online courses to increase your knowledge and confidence in supporting dyslexia. 



	

Post-assessment pack for adults

Resources for every part of your adult dyslexia personal development journey. 



	

Newsletter

Be first to hear the news - subscribe to our bulletin.



	

Leaflets

Download our printable leaflets with bitesize information about dyslexia.



	

Career guidance

Resources for parents and career educators.



















	





Life topics	

Blog

Articles and personal stories written by the dyslexic community and dyslexia changemakers.



	

Podcast

Let's Talk Dyslexia - Scotland's podcast about dyslexia.



	

Mental health

Resources on dyslexia and mental health. 



	

Career journeys

Help and inspiration for your dyslexic career journey.



	

Learn to drive

You’re learning to drive – how exciting!



















	

About us	

About Dyslexia Scotland

We might be a small organisation with just 7 full time employees but Dyslexia Scotland is made up of many amazing people.



	

Our mission

How to make Scotland a dyslexia-friendly country: a strategy



	

Campaigns

Our creative campaigns influence change.



	

Our costs

It costs £1315 per day or £9,230 per week to keep Dyslexia Scotland runnning. Your contributions are essential to help us build a dyslexia-friendly Scotland.



	

Dyslexia Voice magazine

Read your exclusive members' magazine content on the go. Log in to access inspiring nes and stories.



	

Annual Report 2022/23


Access the report content online here or download the printable.
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 My advice to other dyslexic gymnasts

by Freya

If you’re thinking about trying out gymnastics but aren’t sure what it will be like, then Freya’s advice might help

I was identified with dyslexia when I was around 7. I didn’t really know what dyslexia was and I’m still learning about it now, but I did know I was finding it difficult to focus in school.

I found it hard to remember instructions properly, or the instructions didn’t make any sense in my head. I wanted to ask but I didn’t want to get into trouble for not listening either. This same year I started competing in acrobatics gymnastics with Acrobay Gymnastics in Rosyth. In the beginning I was worried that I wouldn’t remember the routines, or that I wouldn’t be able to follow instructions in the gym and keep up with the other gymnasts in my group.

I had nothing to worry about though because the coaches helped me so much. On my certificate they said I made them smile in the gym and I got an award for the most improved gymnast in my grade.

Neil (the choreographer) breaks down the routines and always makes me laugh. I have to work hard to follow him but he makes it so much fun that I can remember it through picturing what comes next, and imagining him doing it in front of me.

Stacey and Mica (my coaches) always take the time to make sure I’m managing ok in the gym and they help me to get new skills that I want to achieve, they always believe I can do it.

Being in the gym helps me to believe in myself and have more confidence. I love to set goals and try to achieve them but I also like to support my gym friends and watch them achieve their goals too. I’ve competed all over the UK and won a gold medal for Scotland. The coaches at Acrobay have taught me if I work hard and turn up to training every day I can achieve any goals I want to and that’s what I’m aiming to do!
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Support us

See More



	Join
	Donate

Support Dyslexia Scotland and benefit from a range of premium content by becoming a member
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Donations
Make a one off or recurring donation to Dyslexia Scotland through JustGiving.
Donation amount
Donate with JustGivingYou will be redirected back to this page when you have completed your donation.

Fundraising
Thousands of people help support us by volunteering and raising money - through sponsored events, cake sales and much more.
Fundraise for us
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Help us to create a dyslexia-friendly Scotland
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Dyslexia Scotland
1st Floor, Cameron House,
Forthside Way, Stirling FK8 1QZ



Dyslexia Scotland Contact
Main office: 01786 446650
Email: [email protected]





Helpline
Telephone: 0344 800 84 84
Email: [email protected]

	Facebook
	Twitter
	Instagram
	YouTube
	LinkedIn
	RSS Feed
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ReciteMe is a third party accessibility service. For help using it see the user guide.
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Manage Cookie Consent










To provide the best experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behaviour or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions.






Functional



Functional

Always active 






The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.






Preferences


Preferences







The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.






Statistics


Statistics







The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.






Marketing


Marketing







The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.
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Read more about these purposes
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